"We are going to help finance you."

This was the word that Mazzucchelli told me. IIFN would be sunken to the tune of between $5 million to 10 million dollars a year by wire transfer by Israel. IIFN would have access to the money via bank lines of credit that would not have to be reported as income since they were technically bank loans.

Mazzucchelli went further and told me that he wasn't alone, that over the last several years Israeli intelligence in preparation to contest we had purchased five homes in my development and placed five families of agents within to look over and protect me. He also told me that the Russians had one agent and his family in the development to keep an eye on me (I knew who that person is).

IIFN and myself would be the final link in the nationwide chain of researchers and organizations. We would be the spearhead because of the continuous activity on the island and all the recent UFO crashes. He advised me that there would be dangers. He stressed that the politicians out here considered me a problem and their eyes unwed me dead.

He went on to tell me that with the South Beach Miami UFO Crash IIFN had exposed the local authorities plenty of problems with conducting a massive cover-up...
of the incident. They had to get policemen, firefighters, and residents to agree to street silence. They also had to activate emergency government records, 911 tapes, and radio transmissions recordings for both fire and police calls. It was a massive undertaking. They blamed me for it. They wanted revenge.

I am a master assassin.

He told me, 'Debunking the course of the briefing sheet were 100 yards of 20 agents, mostly Israeli Special Forces, in the neighborhood to protect me."

He then said, "I am a master assassin with close to 200 kills to my credit. I am a master at being master and my hands are lethal weapons." He went on further, "I will be your personal bodyguard during the whole operation."

There were secret contracts on me and also Federal agents would also be involved in trying to kill me. Majestic 12 was involved and they were at the request of the local officials.

It scared me, I expected Preston's accident, my name accident, and the steering problem were all attempts on my life or Preston Nichols. He told me that there was protestor on him right now.

After this conversation I was speechless and in a state of shock."
The Invasion is Over except for the... The conversation swung back to the topic of the Alien presence. He told me in matter-of-fact terms that with the treaty the U.S. signed we had gotten ourselves into some jip mess. The invasion was over except for the scaring.

The United States attempted to take advantage of the Aliens which resulted in a articulate of demand by both sides. This has led to a situation where:

1) The U.S. and the Aliens are in a adversarial condition, but still have a working relationship to some degree.

2) The U.S. is now trying to keep some of their ships to gain the technology from them because the Aliens have deliberately withheld aspects of their technology concerning the operation of their propulsion system from the U.S.

3) The aliens have established far greater number of bases on Earth than called for and have expanded their bases to include every major land mass on Earth. This is what has caused the international reaction to the U.S. Congress.

4) The organization Majestic 12 was at first composed just of military personnel. As the time passed and the interaction with the aliens has increased, wealthy financiers, corporate Presidents and leading politicians have increased and made secret agreements with the Aliens. Such organizations such as the Tri lateral Commission, the Bilderburgers...
5) The AIDs virus was created by the Allies along with the Ebola virus to eliminate the population of Sub-Saharan Africa. Already, the adult populations in some countries (Tanzania, Congo, Uganda) have been infected up to as much as 35%. Projections indicate that the figure will reach as much as 65% by 2015. The disease is already rampant throughout much of Africa as it is (the Congo, where it originated, the public health service can not cope with the patients it already has) and is out of control.

2) Much of the political unrest in Africa as of now will continue for the rest of the decade as political manipulation is carried out by the U.S. to set up leaders and governments that will be acceptable to the Alien presence.

8) The military and part of the intelligence community are against the treaty and are working with the international coalition to defeat the treaty. The military movements have been spotted by the military intelligence communities.
to preserve the right to be arms and to
separate people of armed personnel for
when the aliens make themselves known on
Earth. Confiscation of private arms will be ordered.
We are slowly being conditioned and prepared
for the event. The recent UFO sighting of a
mile long object (boomerang) over Phoenix,
Arizona is the beginning as such events will
start occurring all over the world and
in broad daylight and eventually in such a
way that even the most sceptical will not
deny the existence of these craft.

10) The earth has less than seven years before
they make themselves known. When it does
happen all hell will break loose on our
planet as those nations opposite to their presence
will begin to react. These may be the beginning
of such alignments as some of the former
Communist nations of Eastern Europe seek the
protection of NATO membership while others
seek to produce nuclear weapons of their own.

I have agreed to undertake a 10 to 25 year
mission to help prepare and warn the people
of the Alien mission and presence and to break
the treaty that our Government can not as of
now break. When that happens it will be of such
a nature that the whole world will know the
truth.

This is my last mission, I have accepted it
for the good of my country and mankind. The
present difficulties are only the beginning.
Part IV

After the introduction and the briefing he promised to drop by later that evening and talk to me after he picked up his girlfriend from her job.

That evening he returned and was accompanied by Sal. The fact Sal was there meant that things were going to be an important meeting. Sal was a full colonel in Israeli intelligence and was Magazzinelli's superior in charge of the whole operation.

It began:

1) LUFFN would have the support of the full resources of 41 nations and their military and intelligence services. We would be passed the information from each nation on UFO activity and UFO intelligence (documents, documents, documents).
2) LUFFN would be able to tap into the computer systems of NATO, the FBI and CIA to gain access through computer codes to secret files on the UFO coverup. We would be allowed 25 minutes access, but we could not download the material.
3) I was told that Majesteck 12 was more powerful than the Presidency of the United States of America. That it could literally by its authority supersede any executive order or decision in the interests of National Security to maintain the UFO coverup.

I was also told the heart breaking story that John F. Kennedy's assassination was orchestrated and ordered by Majesteck 12 when
it was learned by Kennedy that the part of the CIA which was responsible for maintaining and reporting to Mayfair on the coverup was also responsible for killing Kennedy when he learned they were behind the sale of drugs to the American people in order to finance the Mayfair and Alien Contact programs.

It is an historical fact that days before Kennedy died he had signed an executive order removing control of covert operations from the CIA back to Army C 2 intelligence. Three days after Kennedy’s death Johnson revoked the order.

Kennedy had planned to announce to the American people in his January 1964 yearly report to Congress the alien presence on earth, the coverup and the financings of it. He was a martyr to the cause of truth and freedom.

Ever since Kennedy’s death, every American President has had to live in fear lest he reveal the secret one too would suffer a similar fate. President Nixon revealed to Jedediah Gleenan by taking him to a classified location a alien space ship and the bodies of five crew. Nixon’s Watergate problems were exacerbated by friends of the Majestic 12 Committee to discredit Nixon least he reveal any further information. Some of the Congressmen who voted to impeach Nixon did so on orders from Majestic 12. His political career was finished and destroyed before the American people in disgrace. Who would believe anything the man had to say.
4) I was also told at this meeting that very soon very serious attempts would be orchestrated by the local politicians (Anthony Gazzola and John Powell). That through the FBI's counterintelligence corps through Justice Dept. wiretaps on their phones that corroborate from John Powell several local hoodlums and drug addicts were being retained by Anthony Gazzola to either kill or frame me so that I would not be able to reveal anything on the Forest Fires.

5) Local politicians believed we had the documentation on the Fires that would implicate leading political figures. I was to be eliminated. (This was emphasized continuously to me.)

6) In addition, I was told that in several weeks that a high level meeting between me and the local supervisors of the Mossad would occur where I would receive an in depth briefing on both the UFO Coverup and the Alien Presence. I would receive microfiches of hundreds of UFO Secret documents on the UFO Coverup and briefing papers both current and historical. There would be films of UFO recoveries, alien bodies, interiors of the ships, the propulsion systems, power sources, list of witnesses to the South Benton Lake case and all information on 1989 Meech's Bay Crash.

7) At this meeting, the first of many millions of dollars would be transferred to MUFON through credit cards with million dollar credit limits, lines of credit with banks for millions of dollars.
and an actual cash transfer of 5.5 million in steamer truck loads. In total HUFN would receive from the Monarch and the CFR's Black budget fund 10.5 million dollars per year for the next twenty-five years.

My reaction to all of this was stunned amazement. Each of both Joe and Sal why I and HUFN were chosen for this.

The following reasons were cited and explained:
1) My history of prior intelligence work for the United States Government (CIA).
2) My 21 year background as a Coast Officer and experience in the legal workings of the legal system filed for valor and courage as a peace officer (2 medals of valor + 3 meritorious service awards). I was the ideal person for this.
3) Plus my activity in local politics (I have been active in the Conservative Party for 2 yrs) which gave me access and insight into Political activities and leaders.
4) My reputation for honesty, integrity and meticulous research with other researchers in the nation some of whom were already into the Israeli/Cliff network.

I was the steady, reliable pillar of the community that they were looking for.

They had tried approaching Bill Knell (disregardly researcher who had a taping ladder video tape scandal had no standing in the research field) and he was true to form. He had taken their first 2,000 dollars and did nothing further in return. He was and is a slum flum outwit.
After the meeting with Frank, Sal left. A few days after this, Maggiedelli called me on the phone to say he was ready to come and be my bodyguard and protect me. For the first time since I had left the Secret Service, I went upstairs to my gun safe and removed several of my hand guns. I hadn’t carried a gun (even though I had a full carry permit) since I had left my job as a Court Officer. However, Frank and I had at least two guns on most all times. For the first time since I was a child, I was genuinely frightened.

Why Was Maggiedelli Arrested?

Maggiedelli was arrested on an old burglary warrant dating back to a 1997 burglary. The reason for the arrest would be that his co-conspirator was now working as an FBI informant and had given them the information. This was at the urging of his friend, Fred Touel who wanted something on Maggiedelli to find out why he was associating with me and MI6. Also the DEA need the info. they wanted to know why I had him out.

This information was given to me from a CIA source. Maggiedelli has confirmed part of it. It will play an important part in things to come.

Maggiedelli's Cover

Joe Maggiedelli was and is in the business of intelligence work a deepcover, deep penetration agent. Besides his training as an agent and an assassin/bodyguard, he posed as an expert auto mechanic (which he is) and worked as
a professional Police informer for SCPD and the D.A.'s office. His role in that whole could be
described as a double-triple agent. He is quite
capable and is professional in every contact of
his operation.

Gazzola & Powell

About two years before this, Anthony Gazzola
on a request of John Powell approached Magadello
to have me killed because of the turmoil the
South Italian Patti Case caused local
government officials. Magadello contacted
Israeli Intelligence to see what he should do,
they told him to return it down. This story was
related to me by Magadello and Biagio
General Saul Goldstein of Israeli intelligence
at a briefing and briefing.

Ernesto Arthur Warren Klein

Before Magadello revealed his true identity
I received a phone several weeks prior to this
from an attorney representing a Manhattan
based law firm whose client Arthur Warren
Klein wanted to speak to me concerning a
UFO related incident involving his granddaughter
was 18 years old. The attorney said Mr. Klein
was a very wealthy financial and investment
broker who was referred to me by Bud Hopkins
(Bud Hopkins denied any contact with the man)
and he requested that I make myself available
in several days to meet him and his granddaughter
at his Southampton Estate. A limousine would
arrive and pick me up and take me to
the meeting place.

Somewhat alarmed, I called Shire.

Farrance and Tony West in the executive committee who expressed concerns for my safety and the nature of the clandestine meeting.

Marguerite's words told me to go and keep the meeting since I had already agreed to it. (It would be the following Monday.)

And it would find out who his attorney is and who Arthur Warren Klein was.

The following Monday afternoon at 5:00 PM, a lincoln town car was in front of my house and a white chauffeur came up the walk and rang my door bell. After informing me who he was, he proceeded to the car and went out Easton Sunnyvale highway. The windows of the car were unusually thick and I was about to get out of the car when I would have the conclusion that it was meant to prevent me from seeing out rather than to prevent harsh sunlight from coming in. One would think it was to prevent you from seeing where you were going.

When we arrived, we at Southampton City (just have been West Hampton, Hall I know), it was in front of a very beautiful mansion (the house had least 12 rooms) with a meticulously manicured lawn and shrubbery.

I was led inside the mansion into a living room that was furnished with very expensive furniture and antiques. A moment later, a butler (a real life butler) ushered me into the back to the sun room in the rear of the house.
There seated in the room were three men. One was John Gallagher, the attorney; one
was Arthur Klein and his son Robert Klein. Arthur was a man I would say at least
in his late sixties, early seventies. He was also
very dark complexion and sours Robert Klein.
They did look Jewish, but more Italian.

Mr. Klein's grand daughter was
taken by a UFO and the experience was a very
frightening one for the young lady (she was 16).
She and her parents live in Arizona. She was
taken from the house at least at night (a landing
circle supposedly was found near the house) and
examined by her alien captors. All the hair on her
body including eyebrows & lashes plus her
body hair and pubic hair was shaved clean.
She was found wandering stark naked in the
Arizona desert by the police. On her body are
six circular welts around her navel.

Turns shown pictures of her. A very pretty
girl who had been shaved bald. Another
picture showed the welts around her navel.
It looked to me as though she could be the
victim of the abduction phenomenon as explained
to both Arthur and Robert Klein. I would
need to interview the girl, have examined by Dr. S
a doctor and a psychiatrist to determine
the authenticity of her medical condition.

Mr. Klein said it would be set up for me
to look at he at a later date, but he only wanted
me to deal with her and no other person
from the organization.
Arthur Klein then changed the subject and
directed it to the organization and its size
direction and goals. He said he was impressed
by the work we did and wished to make a
generous donation.

He then asked his attorney, John Gallagher, to
hand me an envelope. I took it and looked
at the inside. There was a certified check
made out to NFW for ten million dollars.
I gasped. I didn’t know who these people
were or who they represented. They could be
Israel’s intelligence or they could represent
the Mafia for all I knew.

I politely declined the offer saying my
trip to Mr. Klein’s home was purely
unselfish visit and a cordial visitation. I
told him before I could take the money, I would
have to talk it over with the members of our
executive committee. I thanked him for the
offer and rose to say I had to leave because
I had an appointment later that afternoon.
Mr. Gallagher gave me his office card. It was
the name, address and phone number of a
Manhattan law firm. He said he would call me.

Later that week he called me to ask me
to reconsider the offer. I turned him down (the
other members of the executive committee smiled
at me) again. Some weeks later out of curiosity I
called Gallagher’s number. It wasn’t working
and when I called the information operator to
check on the phone number. I was told there was
no such law firm listed in Manhattan.
To this date, the nature and purpose of that meeting remains a mystery. No one, even Mazzuchelli and Sal, could give me an answer as to who Arthur Kemp was or who he represented. I personally feel it was a test by Israeli intelligence to see if I could be bought by someone else. As Mazzuchelli said, "We have another player in the game. Who that player is we will never know."

It starts to heat up.

After the Klein affair, Mazzuchelli who was now living with me as my bodyguard arrived back at the house and informed me that he had received an intelligence report that Cazzola had contracted with two local crook mobsters to have me killed. He had paid them 5,000 a piece to either put me permanently in the hospital or kill me. Cazzola really didn't care what they did.

The Israelis were as it was told. One of the junkies a Francis Revolo who lived in Riverhead was going to the hospital for awhile. The other one who lived in East Patchogue would be gotten to and put in the hospital with his buddy.

I was told to go and keep my normal routine and not to get involved with the operation. I was not to get involved with any type of activity that Mazzuchelli and the Israelis were to do. They were there to protect me and keep me from harm.
to his advantage to accomplish what he couldn't do himself. He was informing on certain drug dealers who he knew had ties to Anthony Cazzola.

It was explained to me that Cazzola was selling protection to drug dealers in the area for a cut of their profits. This didn't strike me as odd because anyone who knew Cazzola knew he had ties to the Mafia and also to the most corrupt element of the County Republican Party.

Mr. Cazzola had a very bad reputation. For years I and other local Conservatives opposed his leadership in the Brookhaven Town Conservative Party. He had used every shady and illegal trick to keep control of it even when he didn’t have any majority support left in the Party.

He had been a All City Police Detective who was asked in 1970’s to resign by the Knapp Commission for alleged ties to known Mafia figures and to alleged illegalities in the transportation and distribution of smuggled narcotics in the NY area. None of the charges were filed against him since he agreed to resign.

He did for number of years run a prostitution ring in North Bellport near Great South Bay. I knew a woman (Mrs Peggy Ecker) whose 16 year old daughter (a runaway) in the early 80’s who was forced into prostitution by Mr. Cazzola. He also ran numbers for Paul Saulis who was a big numbers man in the catalogue.
area. He and Paul were good friends and
were also tied to politics.

During the years Gazzola made a lot of money
out of cooked politics by having most of his
family employed in political patronage jobs. He was
the Legislative assistant to Assemblyman Bill
Bianchi (who was rumored to be tied to local
Mafia), a Liberal Democrat who Gazzola had
forced on the Conservative line for patronage
purposes. With the NRA and local conservatives
help he was defeated and replaced by a
Conservative Republican of good character.

In 1995, the South Shore Press editorialised
and awarded Brian Lewis an article
dealing with the shake downs by Mr. Gazzola
using his position as Chief Investigator of
Code Enforcement for Brookhaven Town, of
businessmen in Mattituck and Westham Beach
for protection money. Gazzola even publicly
refused the charges, to this day. The Suffolk
D.A.'s office never prosecuted Mr. Gazzola.

The Meeting That Never Were

During any interaction with both Mazzuchelli
and Sal I met at least
one of the Israeli Special Forces (who were guarding
my house at night) I was told the meeting with
the high ups and the money transfer were to
be on such and such a night. During all
these proposed dates the appointments were
always canceled for some obscure reason or
another. No meeting ever occurred and
Mazzuchelli always had a reason for it.
Mazzucchelli Had No Money

From the moment I first met Mazzucchelli until the night of the arrest, the man had no visible means of support. He had no money except for what he borrowed from friends and from me. His explanation was due to the fact that he had exhausted the funds the Israelis had given him for the operation and as a result had to beg, borrow and steal.

He borrowed thousands of dollars from me. He ran up a $1,300.00 hotel bill in my credit card which I also used my cellular telephone over three months running up a $2,400.00 bill. I was never actually drain on my fixed disability income.

As I reflect now, it was a classic campaign to destabilize me, but due to my state of mind (I was in deep depression from my mother's death) I was easily manipulated and used for his purposes.

More Assassination Attempts

The tension began to build during the end of March into April. The politicians now had help from the branch of the CIA which was tied to Majestic 12 and the coverup. They were now planning attempts with the aid of professionals.

I As per instruction I was to continue my daily routine and not get involved. I was told that Israeli agents would follow me for my protection whenever I would go to the Doctor's or for therapy for my back condition.
My heart felt the food with the flavor traveling the length of my body. I couldn't wait to taste the meal I had prepared. The aroma of the homemade bread filled the air, making my mouth water in anticipation.

I sliced a piece of bread and spread it on my plate. The butter was so creamy, it melted in my mouth. I took a bite and savored the flavors. The bread was perfectly cooked, not too crusty or too soft. I ate it slowly, savoring every bite.

As I finished my meal, I couldn't help but feel grateful for the food I had prepared. It was a simple meal, but it brought me so much joy. I felt a sense of accomplishment and satisfaction, knowing that I had created something delicious.

I decided to end my meal with a cup of tea. I poured myself a cup and took a sip. The tea was warm and comforting, the perfect contrast to the spicy food I had just eaten.

As I sat back and enjoyed my meal, I couldn't help but feel grateful for the abundance of food I had. I realized that I had been blessed with a full stomach and a heart full of joy.

I finished my meal and washed the dishes, feeling content and peaceful. I knew that the next day I would do it all again, creating more delicious meals and savoring every bite.
2. Go out of the house

About a week later, going into April, Mazzucchelli arrived back at my house in the late afternoon. He stated they had received information that 4 agents had been dispatched from Washington to assassinate me and Preston Nichols.

He instructed me to feed the dogs and lock up the house. He also instructed me to carry two hand guns and take a shotgun with me.

He drove me over to Preston's house where we met Preston Nichols. Preston had received a phone from a local politician Joe Perito who alerted him to the threat.

On the oxus of Joe Mazzucchelli, Preston and I drove up to Albany that night via the highway and back down by alternate route. When we stopped at one rest stop and went in, we came out a half hour later and found the van unlocked and the alarm deactivated. Inside the radio had been pulled out. Upon inspection Preston noticed that it wasn't the same radio, but a similar one.

Preston had suspected for some time that there was a transponder in the radio. He remarked that the Israelis must be tracking us now because they took the transponder-equipped radio out and replaced it.
Preston and I arrived back on the Island about 5:30 a.m. Shortly after I went into the house Mezzachelli showed up in my pickup truck. He convinced me that he and Sal had stolen out my house while a detail was at Preston's house. He said that they had attempted to pull agents, he said they were sent up from Hangley and they were friends. I sent them to guard Preston and me. We laughed and turned away and went inside to go to bed. I was dead tired.

3 From behind the house they came....

Into the end of April one evening Mezzachelli and Sal arrived to tell me to stay inside the house and to keep the dogs out of the yard. I asked why. I was told that a team of assassins (4) were on their way to hit me from the rear of the house. As they left, I locked and bolted the door and went into my bedroom and grabbed my .38 revolvers and a AR-15 A2 automatic rifle with a telescopic sight.

About an hour later, while sitting in my den watching cable TV I started to what I first thought were explosions from Greek fireworks factory a mile away. As I turned off the TV. I saw that the dogs were excited as if they sensed danger. I started to hear rapid explosions like someone had set off a string of fire crackers but I recognized
Here for what they were, being an avid gun collector for thirty years, they were automatic weaponry fire.

I shut off all lights in the house and went to the back door and set off the backyard lights which illuminated the entire backyard. Then were still additional reports going off, then silence. No one was there in the yard. It was empty.

I looked around outside with the rifle at my side, still no one and no more shots. About twenty minutes later, Mazzeccoli and Sal cleared past the door, I let them in while I turned on the lights.

The two of the herd 9 mm automatics in their hands. They told me the Israeli's had stopped and killed 4 assassins almost 200 yards back in the woods on the dirt road behind the development.

There was a brief fierce firefight and they were all killed caught in an ambush by surprise. I was told not to go outside stay indoors in case there was any further threats.

Later I learned from Mazzeccoli they had learned from contacts and wiretaps that the assault was planned. The ambush was planned to catch them. The 4 of them were armed with Magnum revolvers and Mac-10 Makino guns. Faintly, the Israelis were there, they saved my life.